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Introduction 

Since Adm. Michael Mullen, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, voiced his 

support for ending the military’s policy known colloquially as “don’t ask, don’t tell” in 

February 2010, the nation has engaged in a renewed debate regarding the law.  The 

policy, passed by Congress in 1993 as a result of compromise between the ban on gay 

service men and women and allowing them to serve openly, has been a heated source of 

contention among gay rights advocates, the religious right, politicians, and the military.  

The power to repeal the policy ultimately lies with Congress, though the president has the 

ability to halt discharges of gay service men and women through a loophole in the 

wording of the law.  President Barack Obama has repeatedly voiced his support for a 

repeal of the law, though never choosing to narrowly enforce the law or halt it by means 

of an executive order per his power as the head of the executive branch of the United 

States and role as commander in chief of the armed forces.   

Although the 18-year-old policy has been a continued source of debate since its 

inception, the issue made headline news after Mullen addressed Chairman Sen. Carl 

Levin, a Democrat from Michigan, and the Senate Armed Services Committee.  Mullen 

said during his testimony, “Mr. Chairman, speaking for myself and myself only, it is my 

personal belief that allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly would be the right thing to 

do. … No matter how I look at the issue, I cannot escape being troubled by the fact that 

we have in place a policy which forces young men and women to lie about who they are 

in order to defend their fellow citizens.”  
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Defense Secretary Robert Gates also weighed in on the issue, saying, “The 

question before us is not whether the military prepares to make this change, but how we 

best prepare for it.” 

One of the most vocal proponents of maintaining the policy is the ranking 

minority member of the Armed Services Committee, Sen. John McCain, a Republican 

from the perennially conservative Arizona.  Although McCain originally stated he would 

be in favor of repealing the law upon the urging of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, he has 

continued to voice his opposition to the policy’s repeal.   

Unfortunately for McCain, his views regarding “don’t ask, don’t tell” are out of 

touch with his constituency and the American population as a whole.  According to an 

August 2010 study conducted by the Pew Research Center, Americans favored allowing 

gays to serve openly in the military two to one, with a plurality of Republicans also 

favoring the repeal (47 percent to 43 percent).  This most recent public opinion poll 

substantiates Gates’ view that the repeal of the policy is not an “if,” but a “when.”   

This content analysis will attempt to show whether the overwhelming public 

majority in favor of repealing the “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy will be demonstrated in a 

discernible imbalance in Arizona’s news media coverage of the ban’s road to its repeal in 

December 2010.  It is expected that the number of editorials and columns supporting and 

opposing the repeal will mirror public support, with a two-to-one majority of pieces 

favoring repeal. 
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Literature Review 

History of gays in the military/media 

The military began criminalizing sodomy as early as 1778, though servicemen 

would not be discharged based solely on homosexuality for more than 160 years later.  

Gen. George Washington ordered the first dismissal of a soldier, Lt. Gotthold Frederick 

Enslin, during the Revolutionary War for sodomy (Gibson 191, Shilts 1993, pg 12).  

Servicemen accused of sodomy would be mainly dismissed or discharged until the next 

major shifts in the military’s treatment of gay soldiers and sodomy came during the world 

wars.  The act of sodomy was first codified into law in the Articles of War of 1916.  The 

articles criminalized assault with the intent to commit sodomy as a felony, later revised to 

include any act of sodomy, regardless of whether an assault was committed.  The next 

shift in military law came with World War II and the rise of modern psychiatry.  

Homosexuality during this time period was regarded as a psychological disorder, making 

the soldier or applicant unfit for military service if perceived to be gay.  Despite the 

American Psychiatric Association removing homosexuality from its list of mental 

disorders in 1973, the military maintained strict exclusion of gays from its ranks.  The 

exclusion was further clarified in a Department of Defense Directive in January 1982, 

stating, “Homosexuality is incompatible with military service.”  (All Gibson 191-196) 

Media coverage of World War II saw some of the first references to gays and 

lesbians, though the content mainly centered on the military’s effort to eradicate them 
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from their ranks.  The media coverage of gays during this time can be described as overly 

disparaging, with words such as “pervert” or “deviant” being synonymous with 

“homosexual.”  Although many “experts,” such as psychiatrists, law enforcement 

officials, and the clergy, were often sourced in media representations, gay men and 

lesbians were almost never interviewed (Gibson 198). 

The mainstream media has continuously played a major role in bringing the issue 

of policies regarding gays in the military to the forefront of societal debate.  Following 

the coverage of homosexuals serving in the military during the 1940s, heightened media 

coverage regarding the military’s policies toward gay men and women serving can be 

separated into three main issues or incidences.  The first is the discharge of decorated 

serviceman Sgt. Leonard Matlovich.  The second is the “outing” of Assistant Secretary of 

Defense Pete Williams.  The third is Bill Clinton’s presidential campaign promise to 

allow gays to serve openly in the military and subsequent compromise known as “don’t 

ask, don’t tell.” 

Mainstream news media coverage of gays in the military first surfaced in 1975. 

The issue emerged when Sgt. Leonard Matlovich publicly acknowledged his sexuality to 

his superiors and the mainstream media in a self-described attempt at challenging the 

military’s ban on gays and lesbians serving in the military.  The public admission ignited 

a media firestorm, resulting in Matlovich being the first gay man on the cover of Time, 

featuring his portrait with the words “I Am A Homosexual” written beneath, and the 

focus of one of the first nationally aired gay rights features, during an NBC News feature 
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titled “Sgt. Matlovich vs. the Air Force.”  The U.S. Court of Appeals ended up ruling the 

ban illegal in 1978 and a federal judge ordered Matlovich be reinstated into the Air Force 

in 1980 and compensated with backpay.  Eight years later, Matlovich died with AIDS.  

He was buried with full military honors.  He hoped his grave would serve as a memorial 

for all gay and lesbian military veterans, the stone reads, “When I was in the military, 

they gave me a medal for killing two men and discharged me for loving one” (Gibson 

199).   

The policy of excluding gays from the military was thrust into the public eye once 

again following the “outing” of Assistant Secretary of Defense Pete Williams in the 

August 1991 issue of the Advocate (Gross 135).  Michelangelo Signorile, a journalist for 

OutWeek, a news magazine known for outing prominent members of society, wrote a 

piece on the hypocrisy of Williams serving in a civilian position of the armed forces 

during “the military’s increasingly violent exclusion of gays and lesbians from the armed 

forces” (Gross 137).  The issue was picked up by a syndicated columnist and ran in 

nearly 800 newspapers around the country, though not all printed William’s name.  The 

newspapers printing the issue, including the Detroit News, New York Post, Los Angeles 

Times and The New York Times, “clearly framed the issue in terms of hypocrisy and 

discrimination” (Gross 137). 

When then-Gov. Bill Clinton voiced his support for overturning a ban on gays in 

the military during a Harvard University forum a few months later, he rekindled the 

potency of the public debate for the ensuing two years, culminating in the congressional 
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passage of “don’t ask, don’t tell” (Gibson 201).  The main journalistic advocate for 

maintaining the ban was the Chicago Tribune, who described gays as “aggressively 

promiscuous,” “much more likely than heterosexual men to incorporate youth into their 

sexual practices,” “more likely to attempt suicide,” emotionally unstable and morally 

corrupt (Streitmatter 66-67).  The portrayal of gay servicemen as promiscuous was 

further perpetuated by the major news television networks, which often showed towel-

clad soldiers walking in and out of communal showers while anchors reported updates in 

the battle over the ban.  The Wall Street Journal also supported keeping the military ban 

on gays by playing off residual fears created by the AIDS epidemic (Streitmatter 68).  

The Journal said, “Service members live together, shower together, sleep in cramped 

quarters together, and – in an emergency – share blood with one another.”  The New 

York Times, the Los Angeles Times, The Washington Post, and USA Today all 

published editorials calling the ban on gay service men and women unacceptable, citing a 

wide variety of reasons.  The New York Times chose the angle that “the nation simply 

can’t afford to keep throwing away such talent through mindless prejudice.” Other papers 

called the ban an “anachronistic prejudice,” cited well-know supporters of the ban’s 

repeal, and listed countries where gays were allowed to serve openly in the military 

(Streitmatter 69).  The dichotic views on allowing gay men and women to serve openly in 

the military, combined with widespread support for maintaining the ban by the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff and numerous members of Congress, led President Bill Clinton to 
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compromise by allowing the passage of “don’t ask, don’t tell.” 

 

Editorial practice and ethics 

The Arizona Republic's ethics policy requires that “facts should be presented 

honestly, fully and fairly.  This applies to news stories, columns, editorials, headlines, 

graphics, illustrations, captions, photographs, layouts and any other editorial component” 

(asne.org). The policy does not include any stated ethical guidelines regarding providing 

opposing viewpoints to opinions expressed on editorial pages.  The Arizona Daily Star's 

ethics policy lacks any guidelines pertaining to fairness in editorial content or presenting 

opposing opinions.  The complete lack of a codified ethics policy pertaining to the 

presentation of opposing viewpoints in opinion pages at both Arizona newspapers, 

however surprising, is not unique. 

The American Society of Newspaper Editors also lacks any real definition of 

providing opposing viewpoints in editorial pages.  The society gives the standards and 

vision to which editors should adhere, only going as far as saying that editorials and 

opinion pieces should be accurate and labeled as opinion.  In the society’s Statement of 

Principals, it is stated that “the primary purpose of gathering and distributing news and 

opinion is to serve the general welfare by informing the people and enabling them to 

make judgments on the issues of the time.”  Another article in the statement says, 

“Editorials, analytical articles and commentary should be held to the same standards of 

accuracy with respect to facts as news reports. Significant errors of fact, as well as errors 
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of omission, should be corrected promptly and prominently.”  The last of the guidelines 

for opinion pieces and editorials ends with the fact that they should be clearly identified 

as such: “Articles that contain opinion or personal interpretation should be clearly 

identified.”  

 

Similar work 

Public debate, and therefore newspaper coverage, of issues relevant to the gay 

community center largely around significant issues and events of the time.  Subsequently, 

content analyses regarding issues surrounding the gay community gravitate toward the 

particular issue being debated by the general public at the time through the newsprint 

medium.  This general structure led this content analysis to focus on the media coverage 

of the repeal vote of “don’t’ ask, don’t tell” by the Senate in September 2010.  This 

content analysis will be based on aspects of three different content analyses regarding 

coverage of gay rights in print media.  The first is a content analysis of Texan newspaper 

bias shortly before the Supreme Court decision of Lawrence v. Texas.  The second is an 

analysis of framing perspective in the debate for same-sex marriage in Hawaii.  The third 

is a content analysis of media framing and coverage of all gay issues in 15 regional 

newspapers nationwide. 

The first study assessed the biases of Texan newspapers during the period 

preceding the Supreme Court delivering its decision on Lawrence v. Texas, which 

declared sodomy laws unconstitutional.  The author of the analysis, R. Christopher 
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Burnett, expected that of the four newspapers analyzed, the Houston Chronicle to exhibit 

a liberal bias toward the treatment of gays and gay rights in its articles.  The analysis 

cited Houston’s large gay population as one of the contributing factors for this 

assessment.  Burnett also thought the three more rural papers, the Abilene Reporter-

News, the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal, and the Amarillo Globe-News, demonstrated 

more conservative biases.   

Although the study concluded “little anti-gay bias evident in the articles in the 

Texas media during the period examined,” the methodology of the study was far from 

exact.  Burnett classified the headlines and articles on a scale from one to five, one being 

strongly anti-gay, three being neutral, and five being strongly pro-gay.  The analysis 

lacked any definition as to the basis upon which the articles would be classified; there is 

no mention of specific wording, placement of sources, or depth of sources that led to the 

numerical classification.  In the discussion of the analysis, Burnett cites specific examples 

of headlines and articles and how they were classified, merely stating the stories as “one 

sided” without providing even the most simplistic context, i.e. whether the story appeared 

in the news or editorial section of the newspaper.   

Many of the weaknesses in Burnett’s study are rectified in an analysis by 

Kathleen Hull, examining the framing perspective in Hawaiian newspapers’ “letters to 

the editor” regarding the state’s battle over same-sex marriage.  Hull’s study is relevant to 

this content analysis because her specific categorization of themes, labeled with specific 

wording, allowed for a close determination of the letter’s bias.  Her study first divided the 
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letters into supportive of same-sex marriage or against, then by themes, such as “rights, 

equality, justice, nondiscrimination,” “role of courts is protecting minorities,” “will of 

majority should prevail on the issue,” and “homosexuality is a choice, a behavior, a 

lifestyle.”  By dividing the arguments into six narrowly-defined themes for each side, 

Hull provided steadier footing upon which a study could be defined.   

While there is less of an inherent weakness in Hull’s analysis, the sole purpose of 

the study was not to determine the newspapers’ bias, but rather to examine nonelite 

discourse as it relates to same-sex marriage in Hawaii.  Hull analyzed the newspapers as a 

means to assess the disconnect between elite and nonelite framing of the same-sex 

marriage argument and if the framing of the majority of letters was successful on both 

sides of the argument.  Hull found that demonstrated activist strategies and rhetoric 

framing did not translate to the framing used in the letters to the editor.  Furthermore, 

Hull discovered that a divergent frame, a tolerance-based frame rather than rights-based, 

became prevalent after time. 

The third analysis, conducted by Tina Norris in August 2006, also dealt with 

analyzing newspapers’ editorial sections, but with a much broader scope.  The analysis 

sought to discover the topic most discussed in gay editorials and op-ed pieces and the 

framing of the argument used in the debate.  Norris found that topics focused mainly on 

local issues of interest at the time.   

Norris’ content analysis intertwined with Hull’s, with Norris citing Hull’s 

methodology and findings frequently.  Norris’ analysis recognized a weakness in Hull’s 
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analysis in that it was limited by forcing the letters to conform to pre-determined 

categories of argument framing.  Norris’ study attempted to rectify this perceived 

weakness by including overall topic analysis in the study.   
 
 
Methods 
 

The Arizona Republic and Arizona Daily Star were chosen for the content 

analysis because the papers are both in the top 100 newspapers in U.S. circulation.  

According to 2010 numbers from the Audit Bureau of Circulation, the Republic had a 

circulation of 308,973 and the Daily Star had a circulation of 90,604.  The criterion 

governing which papers were to be examined was chosen because the national ranking 

establishes the credibility and standing in the community of the newspapers. 

Only editorials and columns in The Arizona Republic and Arizona Daily Star 

were analyzed.  Editorials from the papers were examined because they theoretically 

provide the overall opinion of the newspaper regarding the issues written.  The columns 

were analyzed because they generally provide a counterpoint to the opinions presented in 

the editorials or the unique perspective of a singular individual.  Letters to the editor were 

not included in the content analysis. 

The analysis were conducted on editorials and columns published between Feb. 2, 

2010, the day Adm. Mike Mullen appeared before the Senate Armed Services 

Committee, and December 2010, the month that the repeal passed in the U.S. Senate and 

was signed by President Barack Obama.  The starting date was chosen because Mullen's 

announcement to the Senate committee was the first definable resurfacing of the debate 

directly leading to the repeal.    
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The editorials and columns from The Arizona Republic were gathered using 

ProQuest Digital Microfilm, a website housing electronic versions of the printed paper.  

The editorials and columns from the Arizona Daily Star were acquired using News 

Bank's Access World News.  The parameters used during the search, aside from the date 

constraints, were the keywords “gay military” and “don't ask, don't tell.”   

The editorials and columns were coded based on stakeholders introduced in the 

piece.  If the stakeholder was clearly supportive of the repeal of “don't ask, don't tell,” 

they were coded as positive.  If a stakeholder was against repeal, they were coded 

negative.  Stakeholders that were neither for nor against the repeal were coded as neutral.  

Stakeholders were defined as any person, group of people, or institution that was 

identified by the author of the editorial or column.  When the author of a column used his 

or her own experience to argue for or against the repeal, they were coded as a singular 

stakeholder.  If a column author used satire, the author was counted as a positive or 

negative stakeholder, depending on whether the true point was for or against the repeal of 

the policy. 

Editorials and columns that used the repeal of “don't ask, don't tell” as supporting 

evidence for another argument were not included.  The editorials and columns not 

directly for or against the repeal of the policy were not included to focus the analysis.  

These columns and editorials were not making arguments for or against the policy’s 

continued existence, rather using the actions to support to discredit another issue.  

Including these editorials and columns would dilute the pool of pieces that were actually 

crafted to inform or persuade readership on the issue of the repeal of “don’t ask, don’t 

tell.”  Editorials regarding the political gains of President Barack Obama, whether Elena 
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Kagan should be appointed to the U.S. Supreme Court and a gender-neutral dorm wing at 

the University of Arizona fit into this category and were thus not included in the content 

analysis. 

 

Research & Development 
 

From The Arizona Republic, six pieces fit the criteria for analysis, three editorials 

and three columns.  It was found that 23 stakeholders from the pieces were for repeal, 

five against and three were neutral.  All six items from The Arizona Republic were 

crafted with an overwhelming amount of stakeholders in support of the repeal of “don't 

ask, don't tell.”   

The Arizona Daily Star also ran six pieces on the repeal of “don't ask, don't tell” 

that fit the specifications of the analysis.  Three of the articles were editorials, two were 

columns and one was an interview.  In the pieces from the Daily Star, 17 stakeholders 

were for repeal and 10 were against.  The interview was with Sen. John McCain and 

conducted by the Daily Star's editorial board.  It was included in the analysis because it 

ran on the editorial pages of the Daily Star and a large portion of the interview was 

dedicated to “don't ask, don't tell.”  The interview with McCain was the only piece that 

was not clearly in support of the repeal of the policy. 

Two of the columns in The Arizona Republic were the personal beliefs of former 

servicemen, one gay and one straight, both in support of repeal of “don't ask, don't tell.”  

Randy Wilson wrote the first column, appearing on Nov. 22, 2010.  Wilson was a gay 

serviceman who served in the Navy from 1981 to 1989.  In the column, he stated that he 
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believes “don't ask, don't tell” “imposes the same destructive code of silence (as the 

outright ban on service from gay men and women) and must be repealed now.”  Wilson 

coupled his experiences – no one cared about his orientation during his time in the Navy, 

only that he was good at his job – with a Pentagon study that found that 70 percent of 

military personnel believed a repeal of “don't ask, don't tell” would not disrupt the armed 

forces to argue for repeal.  Fletch Wideman used a similar argument in his column 

appearing on Dec. 13, 2010.  Wideman, a retired Army chaplain and Vietnam veteran, 

said the policy is “based on fear, on warped and closed-minded thinking and on irrelevant 

religiosity.”  He said gay service members were just “buddies in combat fighting for their 

country and fighting to protect each other without concern for any of that (sexual 

orientation).  In combat I never saw a gay person interfere with the mission.”  Both made 

the overall argument that gay men and women have always been a part of the military, 

and the fact that they successfully carried out their duties trumped any possible hang-ups 

regarding sexual orientation. 

Every editorial in both The Arizona Republic and Arizona Daily Star was crafted 

overwhelmingly in support of the repeal of “don't ask, don't tell.”  The most common 

facts to support the repeal argument fell into three categories: surveys, mindsets and 

ranking officials in support of the appeal.   

Two survey statistics were widely used in editorials, and columns to a lesser 

degree.  The first study utilized by editorial authors was the nine-month study conducted 

by the Pentagon.  The study, released in a press conference on Nov. 30, 2010, found that 
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70 percent of service members believed that a repeal of “don't ask, don't tell” would have 

a positive, a mixed or no effect on the troops.  The survey was conducted by Defense 

Department General Counsel Jeh C. Johnson and Army Gen. Carter F. Ham.  The same 

survey was also quoted as saying that 69 percent of military members said they have 

worked with someone whom they believed to be homosexual.  The second survey quoted 

was a May 2010 Gallup poll that found that 70 percent of Americans continued to favor 

allowing gay men and women to serve openly in the armed forces. 

The second predominant argument made in editorials is that younger generations 

do not have any problems with gay rights, to the point that it's a nonissue.  The Arizona 

Republic's editorial board first used the argument that young people are more 

comfortable with homosexuality than their predecessors in an Oct. 13, 2010, editorial.  

The editorial said that the “hang ups” with homosexuality “are going away,” and that “if 

you need proof, just listen to young people, who shrug off the issue.”  The editorial board 

reiterated the same point in a Dec. 2, 2010, editorial, when it asserted that “young people 

today in America, the ones who will be our future soldiers, are growing up without the 

hang-ups their parents had about homosexuality.”  The Arizona Daily Star made a similar 

assertion in its Dec. 21, 2010, editorial, when it said that “many younger members 

support the repeal.”  The Daily Star went further than the Republic by contrasting young 

members with their elders, who the Daily Star said believed the military would “turn into 

a quasi-‘Dating Game.’”  All of these assertions were made by both editorial boards with 
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absolutely no cited foundation; they were presented as fact, rather than a generalization 

made by the boards. 

The final popular tactic used by the editorial boards of both newspapers was 

introducing and often quoting ranking or former military officials in support of the repeal 

of “don't ask, don't tell.”  Adm. Mike Mullen, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 

was quoted in a Dec. 3, 2010, Arizona Daily Star editorial contradicting allegations that a 

repeal of the policy would pose a risk to unit readiness.  The Daily Star quoted Mullen 

saying, “Unit cohesion will not suffer if our units are well-led.”  Mullen went so far as to 

say that “War does not stifle change; it demands it.”  Both The Arizona Republic and 

Daily Star also cited Defense Secretary Robert Gates, former Secretary of State and 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Colin Powell, and former Chairman John 

Shalikashvili.  The Daily Star also cited former Secretary of Defense William Cohen as 

for the repeal of the policy.   

The headlines of the editorials and columns were also very forceful in their 

support of the repeal of “don't ask, don't tell.”  Some headlines were merely declarative, 

such as the Republic's “Few changes with 'don't ask' repeal, just honesty,” “Repealing 

‘don't tell’ won't hurt military readiness,” “‘Don't ask’ policy won't be missed,” and 

“Politics is at heart of ‘don't ask.’”  As time progressed, the headlines became more 

vehemently supportive of the repeal. Editorial headlines like the Republic's “Gays willing 

to die for freedom of U.S.” made emotional appeals absent from the previous 

straightforward opinions.  The Daily Star's headlines became far more accusatory, 
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directly addressing Sen. John McCain – with headlines like “McCain needs to do right 

thing on military gays” and “McCain way out of step on 'don't ask' policy” – despite the 

fact that Arizona's other senator, Jon Kyl equally opposed the repeal of the policy.   

In all of the editorials and columns from The Arizona Republic, and the majority of the 

Arizona Daily Star, the only stakeholders against the repeal of “don't ask, don't tell” are 

the Arizona senators.  In the Republic, Sen. John McCain was the predominant voice 

adamantly against the repeal; he was the stakeholder opposing the repeal in four out of 

the five stakeholders in the newspaper.  Sen. Jon Kyl was the only other stakeholder in 

the editorials and columns from the Republic against the repeal, and he was only quoted 

as saying that any changes to the policy would “take a very long time to implement 

because it requires a change to military culture.”   

The Arizona Daily Star was far more diverse in its use of stakeholders advocating 

against the repeal of “don't ask, don't tell.”  Sen. John McCain was a stakeholder against 

repeal in half of the 10 from the Daily Star, decidedly more balanced than The Arizona 

Republic's 80 percent.  Some of the remaining stakeholders advocating against the repeal 

were Sen. Jon Kyl, state Sen. Frank Antenori and a Pentagon study saying that 60 percent 

of members of the Army and Marines believe that a repeal would damage their ability to 

fight. 

Two editorials in The Arizona Republic used the same quote by Barry Goldwater 

to support repeal efforts.  The quote, “You don't have to be straight to be in the military; 

you just have to be able to shoot straight,” was used first on Oct. 13, 2010, and then again 
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on Dec. 2, 2010.  The editorials included Goldwater as a stakeholder for the repeal of 

“don't ask, don't tell” because he is a former conservative Arizona senator to counter the 

beliefs of Sen. John McCain.  The editorials referred to Goldwater as “the father of 

modern conservatism” and “American's iconic conservative” to paint the issue without 

political ideology as a factor.   

Two editorials made a historical comparison to President Harry S. Truman's order 

to racially integrate the armed forces in 1948, making the case that the military has 

successfully altered long unchanged personnel policy without incidient.  The Arizona 

Daily Star made a direct comparison between Sen. McCain and Truman in a Dec. 3, 2010 

editorial.  The board wrote that it hoped McCain could have “a little instructional sit-

down” with Truman about “doing the right thing.”  The board believed that Truman 

would “tell McCain in no uncertain terms to quit playing politics with American military 

policy.”  The editorial went on to give a short history lesson.  The Arizona Republic used 

the comparison in a Dec. 21, 2010 editorial, saying that the military led “American 

society instead of following it.”    

On the whole, neither The Arizona Republic or Arizona Daily Star ran an editorial 

or opinion piece endorsing the right’s desire to keep “don’t ask, don’t tell in place.”  Out 

of 12 pieces running in both newspapers, there were 40 stakeholders in favor of the 

repeal, 15 against and three without an opinion.  According to those numbers, 69 percent 

of the total number of stakeholders were in support of the repeal.  The percentage of 

stakeholders in favor of the repeal of the policy is nearly equivalent to both the 
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percentage of military members who believed a repeal of “don’t ask, don’t tell” would 

have a positive, little, or no effect on military readiness and the percentage of Americans 

in favor of repeal.  The only piece running in either newspaper even slightly advocating 

to keep the policy is the interview with Sen. McCain.  Only 8 percent of the pieces, or 

one out of 12, from both the Republic and Daily Star were not outwardly in favor of 

repeal.  This percentage is far lower than the 42 percent of Americans at the time who 

were not in support of repeal or who had no opinion on the matter.    

 

Conclusion 

   

 The hypothesis, that editorial and opinion coverage of “don’t ask, don’t tell” in 

The Arizona Republic and Arizona Daily Star would mirror public support of the policy’s 

repeal, was supported through an analysis of the stakeholders.  In a more general sense, 

the hypothesis was not supported – around 30 percent of the American public was not in 

support of a repeal of the policy, yet not a single editorial or column was run completely 

in support of the keeping the policy.  The only piece in favor of to keeping the policy was 

an interview with Sen. John McCain conducted by the Daily Star editorial board, which 

was somewhat combative on the point of the repeal. 

The results of this analysis, though not overly shocking, highlight a possible 

ethical issue within the opinion pages of The Arizona Republic and Arizona Daily Star.  

The two newspapers, though mirroring the overwhelming public and military support for 
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a repeal of “don’t ask, don’t tell,” did a disservice to the minority of Americans in 

support of keeping the policy.  If the editorial boards at both newspapers were in support 

of the repeal, the newspapers should have provided a greater amount of opposing 

viewpoints.  The papers should have made a conscious effort to provide the opposing 

viewpoint of the editorial board, whether that entailed bringing in a syndicated columnist 

or any number of other options.  However, neither paper was in violation of the 

Statement of Principles of the American Society of Newspaper Editors or its own ethics 

code by failing to run a viewpoint counter to that of the editorial board.  Truth and 

accuracy were demanded of editorials and columns, along with clearly labeling the pieces 

as opinion, but a codified practice of providing opposing viewpoints to issues was absent.   

The greatest limitation of the analysis was its constrictions.  In order for the 

analysis to achieve greater standing, the parameters would need to be expanded.  Rather 

than examining only the top-circulation newspapers in Arizona, the editorials and 

columns in every Arizona newspaper would need to be examined.  The parameters could 

also be expanded on the basis of the top-circulation newspapers in the country, rather 

than just in Arizona, for a more encompassing view of the state of national discourse and 

whether or not newspapers carried a discernible imbalance in their coverage of the repeal 

of “don’t ask, don’t tell.”  The analysis could also be expanded to include letters to the 

editor.  

 This analysis is also limited in that it does not take into account the roles that 

television news, social media and online news sources play in the progression of public 
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discussion.  This analysis only examined newspapers, and top-circulation newspapers at 

that, not taking into account the huge role that the other types of media play in 

constructing and disseminating public opinion.  Further analysis could investigate not 

only the balance surrounding the broadcast debate of the “don’t ask, don’t tell” repeal, 

but also compare the effectiveness of broadcast and print in shaping the debate 

surrounding the repeal. 

This analysis did illustrate an imbalance of editorial coverage of the repeal of 

“don’t ask, don’t tell” on the part of the major newspapers in Arizona.  Though a 

prevalent minority of Americans was in favor of keeping the policy, the group was not 

proportionally represented in either The Arizona Republic or the Arizona Daily Star.  

This analysis showed, through the percentage of stakeholders for or against the repeal of 

“don’t ask, don’t tell” in editorials and columns, that the editor(s) of the opinions pages 

proportionally adhered to the immense public support of the repeal. 
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